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About This Game

It be the golden age of pirates! Dogs of the sea! Quite literally.
Our swashbuckling sausage-dog star is Gaius James Rover, son of the famous clown Jolly Rover, who died from a blow to the

groin from an improperly loaded joke cannon.
Following the tragically comedic death of his father, young Gaius, who insists on using his middle name James, goes to live with

his uncle, a wealthy plantation owner on a small Caribbean island. While practising a particularly tricky juggling move, he
accidentally taints a barrel of rum with tobacco, creating a potent and addictive brew which he coins ‘Jolly Rover’, one of the

most prized substances in the Caribbean.
Alas, the wealth of Jolly Rover sales only manages to fill the pockets of his uncle, and Gaius longs for action and adventure and,

more importantly, the opportunity to start his own circus and follow in the footsteps of his father.
It is not long before the fumbled juggling ball of opportunity raps Gaius smartly on the head yet again. While his uncle is away,

a large contract for Jolly Rover arrives from Guy DeSilver, Governor of the notorious Groggy Island, with payment upfront!
In a blinding flurry of optimism, Gaius pools his meagre savings with this advance and charters a ship and crew to take him to

Groggy Island. Along the way he meets a colourful band of seafaring cutthroats, scallywags and rogues otherwise known as
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pirates.
It is here we begin to follow the short and stubby tail of Gaius across three wild and untamed tropical islands, as he attempts to

fulfil his dream of starting a circus, hampered only by pirates, villains, voodoo, love and considerable lack of loot.
Jolly Rover is a traditional 2D point and click adventure, including casual elements, such as an integrated hint system, and task

bar. Bonus elements include unlockable Captain Bio's, music, concept art and developer commentary!

Key features:

Over 60 beautifully rendered scenes to explore

25 colourful, fully animated and voiced characters

Traditional point and click adventure with simple one-click interface

Organic and fully integrated hint and task tracking system

Unlockable extras include Captain Bio's, concept art, music tracks and directors commentary
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were if the 5-th act?
will Katana be the new weapon?
plz answer, ASAP.
thx. Thoroughly enjoy playing this game! The premise is simple yet still challenging, and game play quickly becomes addicting.
Definitely recommend checking it out!. Very simplistic. I beat the campain with the only character I made (rogue\/archer).
There is a toal of about 7 dungeons on the way to rescue the princess. There is no real story, there is no gold or shops and I guess
playing around with customisation is the major draw but I didn't really explore that side of the game and just aimed for purity.
The last boss was a joke, didn't even realise it was the last boss before I killed it with about 4-6 arrows.. Well, For 99 Cents
USD (59 cents on sale on launch day) you get a very fun game that you can sit down and play through for some good fun. Great
game to let off some steam (Ha, get it? Steam? Why do I try?) or to explore a different genre. I know most people's librarys
these days are mostly just FPS games like COD, Battlefield, and CS, so games like this are fun to play inbetween, a little
breather from the fast-paced action of AAA games.

Pros:
Great graphics.
Graphics really complimented by the music!
Fun to play with good mechanics.

Cons:
As I played, I could'nt help but think, "Hey, this reminds me of Mario! Hey, So does this! Hey! This reminds me of M...
Metroid!(Caught you off guard, didnt I?)

In conclusion, this is a great project, and it is worth every penny.. This is a phenomenal piece of software.. Interesting concept,
yet the execution is not that good. + The ending was disappointing a bit.
It took me 2h to complete the game, but it could been less if I wasnt loosing my way all the time. At times I went in circles, but I
didnt notice, because the camera angle. For this price dont expect an epic game.

For this price: 4/10
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This game makes me angry. I'm a lesser man for having played it.. At first was a bit hesitant about the game as it's more
complex than it's predecessor "Eurofishing", but once you get into it, which took me about 20 mins, it's a lot more fun, and
actually quite simple too. The variety of maps and fish is brilliant, and it's a nice chilled out game... until your line snaps !
Definitely recommend this, lots of fun either by yourself or with friends.. Whats there really to say, its the soundtrack. It
includes all of the monsters chase music, their search music (played when you are hiding and there looking for you), and their
patrol music. It also includes the main menu theme, the background ship ambience noise, and the clutch control radio music,
which I adore very much. If you have played the game, then you should be able to recognize most or all of the music. All in all, I
think its a great soundtrack and is reasonably priced. Fair warning though: this is the soundtrack from a horror game. You might
have flashbacks from when you've played the game. Its definitely brought back memories of when I first saw each monster..
This should be called windows 98 simulator. I spent an hour on it so I guess if you like clickers iwthout much content go ahead
and try it.. Ya know theres alot of games I regret buying...(Mostly cause I waste my money on games I rarely play) But this
game...This ♥♥♥♥ing game is a big regret....Why? I'll tell ya why. Cause it's empty, "What do you mean by empty?" THERES
NO ONE ♥♥♥♥ING PLAYING THIS ABOMINATION. Its a cute little game no doubt, But the whole ♥♥♥♥ing game
revolves around Multiplayer "But that sounds fun" It does, I know. BUT NOT WHEN THERES ONLY LIKE...ONE
♥♥♥♥ING SERVER WITH 2 PEOPLE, you need atleast 6 friends to make this fun, you can't play alone, you can rarely find
any servers. This game is not worth the money if you don't have friends to play it with.. Gimbal is a top down arcade shooter
with a ship upgrade system. While this concept has great potential, the developers did not include any single player campaign,
relying on the old "PvP is content" fallacy. To nobodies surprise, there's no players online anymore, so there's no gameplay
available.

$10 is far too much for a 2D game, especially without single player and with a dead online scene.
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